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Kudos To Cato The Elder
By Hank Mattimore, Santa Rosa, CA

Cato, the Elder, Roman statesman and philosopher, started to
study Greek at the age of 80. When questioned by a younger
friend why he was taking up a brand new language so late in life,
Cato was said to reply “Well it’s the only time I have left.”
Cato’s example could be a kick in the pants for all of us old
geezers who use our advanced years as a handy excuse to avoid
trying new stuff or giving back to society what we have received.
Many of us are quite familiar with playing the age card when it
suits us.
But, in the long run, we don’t do ourselves any favor by slowing
down to a hobble when we are quite capable of walking.
Obviously I am not talking about older people who are severely disabled. Both younger people and healthy old
folks owe them our support and assistance.
But if the good Lord gave us a healthy second half to our life as well as a first, He/She must have had a reason
for it. We are alive because our lives are still incomplete. We have a job to do, people to forgive, children to
encourage, fences to mend, stories to tell and songs to sing.
Remember the poet Browning’s words about the second half of life being “the best is yet to be” ? Our modern
world, in its obsession with staying youthful at any cost, has managed to turn Browning’s words around hasn’t
it ?“The best is yet to be has become the worst is yet to be.” As a society we are gripped by a fear of aging. We
even have a buzz word for it…”Gerontophobia.”
Well, I say handle that gerontophobia BS with a sense of humor. A quirky friend of mine was wont to say, with a
twinkle in her 85 year old eyes, “Life is getting awfully scary these days. sometimes I wonder if I’m going to get
out of it alive.”
Maybe the greatest gift we elders can pass on to the next generation is to put aside the fear of aging and just keep
truckin'. We’re old enough to know that we may not change the world, but we can improve ourselves and, by
George, we can improve our little corner of the world.
Recalling the immortal words of the great Yogi Berra, “It ain’t over till it’s over,” we can finish our life journey
with our brains still engaged, our legs still pumping.
That old guy, Cato the Elder, he had the right idea.
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Mondays At “Juvie”
Hank Mattimore

Radio Progreso and ERIC are Jesuit institutions and thus
"church" as well. So perhaps this more than many others
defines RP-ERIC in a way that many appreciate and others
strongly oppose. Fr. Melo S.J. has chosen a large number of
strong women to work with him, yet "feminist" was probably
not one of the qualities explicitly sought or explored. But Melo
looks for people who can work with a team, being able to multitask and committed to peace and justice. Being a good Sunday
Catholic is not on the list, and while the majority are Catholic
as is the nation, there are some from other Christian families
and some who profess no religion or creed. It is perhaps a
"miracle" that this diverse and, for the most part, young group
of professionals are committed to the Jesuit vision of peace and
justice.
After two years of working together there, it has been has
established clearly that women are looking for a new security
that has eliminated the cultural practices of violence, and that it
is necessary that collective and participative processes of
development be strengthened.
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News Letters From Honduras: Haircut And Coffee
By Phil Little, Cedar, BC
Jessica at work

Before leaving for

Honduras Anne Marie
suggested that I needed
a haircut, which was
true. However I thought
that the haircut would
provide a perfect excuse
for another visit which
worked well. Saturday
morning Melo had to
travel to San Pedro Sula
for a meeting with a group of representatives from different groups. I
went with Melo to the meeting place in SPS and then
with his verbal directions I took off alone to find my
Family
way to the sweatshop capital of Honduras - Choloma.
Fortunately traffic was not too fierce and I found my
way fairly quickly to Choloma and the home of the
Pineda family. In April we had spent a most wonderful
day with this family, from whom come the well known
Pineda sisters who are popular singers of the "ranchera"
style. It is a music of the common rural people, heavily
influenced by rural Mexican rhythms. The two
sisters are Iris Yanneth and Jessica. Iris was
away for the weekend taking university courses
but Jessica was at home with her mother and
the children. Jessica likes to cut hair and Melo
had checked by telephone that she would be
home. I was warmly received by Jessica and her
mother and the two children, Jessica's 10 year
old boy and Iris' 9 year old daughter. I had
brought a few small gifts for the children which
they seemed to appreciate. Jessica cuts hair only with scissors so it
was a slow but thoroughly enjoyable haircut and in the end totally
satisfactory to everyone. It seems to me strange that so much of my
hair turns white when it hits the floor - don't know why?
With that I returned to SPS and with Jessica as my guide to find
Melo. As few streets are marked with signposts, I had no idea of
where I had been other than the name of the district and that I was
looking for the intersection of the 6th street with some other big
street. Actually it did have a name that Melo had forgotten to
mention and I did not ask about - "Junior", but Jessica phoned her
brother and he gave her instructions on the general directions. To my
own surprise once I was on Junior Avenue I recognized the area and
we found the building where some of the people were just beginning
to exit. Within 5 minutes Melo came down and we were heading
back to Choloma and a wonderful lunch prepared by Jessica and her
mother. Jessica suggested to Melo that she could cut his hair and he
agreed.
The Pineda family is not religiously inclined but Melo knows the
Pineda sisters through their music which is often played on Radio
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Progreso and he leans on their generosity when events require some
music. They play at fiestas, both private and public, but for Melo
they offer their music as a contribution because they know about him
through the radio and other organizations.
After a most grateful farewell we returned to El Progreso to prepare
for the evening Torchlight March of the Indignant, occurring
simultaneously in most cities in Honduras. The radio had its mobile
equipment ready to transport to the central plaza of the city, but I am
doubtful that permits were required or requested. One truck was
dropping off equipment and then some people at the starting point of
the march, so I caught a ride to that point even though it was a bit
early. Still some others were arriving and quickly I was spotted by
Jennifer and baby Sol. My evening was already
complete. Jennifer's two younger sisters were also with
her. People with banners and torches continued to gather
until just after 6 pm and then the march began. It gets
dark early in Honduras so as we neared the downtown
area it was already dark and then the lights went out.
This was not a coincidence but the political decision of
the mayor to try to frustrate the march. However it only
made the torches burn even more brightly and no one
seemed to worry but it probably did prevent some from
joining the march. What was incredible is that
not only the downtown but most of the city was
Protest banners
blacked out. Literally, the option of the local
government was to keep the people in the dark.
The power was restored later in the evening.
The police were surprisingly helpful in
redirecting traffic.
The American Inter-faith group joined us in the
march and found the atmosphere to be quite
festive. People came with their families and the
march was punctuated by occasional chants of slogans about the
corruption and impunity, and sometimes music from a truck that led
the march. It was a slow walk and I was carrying little baby Sol who
decided that she had had enough and she put her head into my neck
and fell asleep for most of the journey. I couldn't have been happier.
Melo was anxious to see his mother so we left the rally area early. I
was dropped off at the house while Melo went to his family home.
That neighbourhood had electrical power. I arrived at a darkened
neighbourhood, so with Padre Roberto
did a search of the house and found a
Lily
box of candles. That was sufficient to get
a few things done, but I accepted the
darkness as an invitation to an early
night to bed and one of the best nights
sleep yet.
Sunday August 9
On my account Melo agreed to take a
day off, almost, as I had told him that I
wanted to take coffee back to Canada.
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Haircut & Coffee Continued...
Melo suggested that we
able to walk under a canopy of tomatoes, which grow on thick stems
return to the village of San
and then produce an intertwined network of leaves and flowers with
Luis Planes in the
constantly ripening fruit which one picks above one's head. Nora and
mountains of Sta. Barbara
Ivan are engaged but they have not yet set a wedding date. Ivan has
which I had visited in
not begun to build his own house, as he lives with his father nearby,
October 2014. Melo has
and down the same side road Nora lives with her family. They are
good friends there, and he
both very active as local church leaders.
finds it to be a good place
We met Nora and Ivan at the church where they were finishing a
to escape to because often
meeting discussing the bible, and we walked back with them using a
even his cell phone cannot
different route. Ramona was ready with a most delicious chicken
connect to the outside. Many homes however have
soup, with vegetables and some type of squash. After
cable TV so it is not totally isolated. San Luis Planes
lunch we went to visit the home of one of Nora's
Tomatoes
is a village known to produce great coffee. It is 1300
sisters as she was proud to show us her flower garden.
m. above sea level and some of the coffee groves
There were some familiar roses and fuchsias, and
climb the sides of the mountains up to 1600 m. Melo
some other very strange looking flowers and orchids.
suggested that we invite Ana Lessy and her daughter
Then Ivan invited us to see his green house and
to accompany us as Ana had been with the retreat
garden, so we went for a guided tour and ended up
group last year. She is from Sta. Barbara region but a
carrying back a wide variety of vegetables. Hearing
very different area which doesn't produce coffee. It
the honking of the horn we realized that Melo was
was the first trip for her daughter Alejandra and a bit
looking for us, so we returned to Ramona's house to
of an adventure. She wasn't previously warned about
say goodbye and thank her and the family for the great
the road, and the section Melo describes as "la
hospitality. While we were away Melo had managed to
chanchera" (the pig run) which only a heavier truck
have a good nap so he was feeling good and drove all
could pass or a motor bike. Four wheel drive is often
the way to El Progreso which was less than 2 hours
required. Rather large stones protrude from the road
away. He had already purchased from one of Ramona's
and become more prominent as the rains carve out the
son-in-laws 70 pounds of what Melo describes as the
dirt that fills the ruts. However this day it was dry and
best coffee in Honduras. Coming down the mountain a
4 wheel drive was not required as Melo was driving a
number of people were looking for a ride to the
large Toyota truck from the radio station. The road
highway and Melo obliged, so the back of the pickup
often narrowed so that you could look over the edge to
was filled with passengers. In Honduras there are no
a rather steep drop into someone's coffee grove. Little
restrictions on carrying passengers in the back of
Alejandra was not impressed as she was on the cliff
trucks. The people were grateful for the ride.
side of the car.
Youth dancers
As we turned off the main north bound highway in the
We arrived to a warm welcome at the home of Doña
direction of Sta. Rita on the way to El Progreso I
Ramona and her family. The family are all very fair in
noticed a young couple with large backpacks looking for
complexion, going back to some group of Spaniards who killed off
a ride. I asked Melo to stop and they then took their place at the back
many of the men and raped most of the women. Some even settled in
of the truck. They were going to Tela but El Progreso would get
the area and began to farm. There are expressions about the beautiful
them about half way there. Melo was anxious to get to the Center as
women from Sta. Barbara because of their fair complexion, and
he had some writing to do, so I suggested that we go directly to the
indeed they are beautiful, but then so too are the darker skinned
Center and that I would drop off our passengers. I took the young
women from everywhere else. So the comments about the women
couple to the eastern exit of
from Sta. Barbara perhaps more demonstrates a bias that the white
the city heading towards
skin represents power and prestige, as many of the upper class tend
Tela. There I was told
to be more "foreign" looking and whiter (gringitos). We were soon
that the young man was
served a most delicious sweet coffee. Melo wanted to rest so Ana,
Honduran, and his sister
Alejandra and I went walking to the church to meet with the young
had once worked for
couple Ivan and Nora. Nora is the youngest and unmarried daughter
Radio Progreso. His
of Ramona, somewhere near 34 years old. Ivan is a farmer and he
partner was a young
produces a large variety of vegetables which he sells locally woman from France.
cabbage, cauliflower, carrots, onions, and especially tomatoes. His
Then I dropped off Ana
View of the mountains
tomatoes grow in a hot house type tent, and are most unusual. I was
and Alejandra, taking
Nora & Ivan
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Haircut & Coffee Continued...
advantage of another
offer of a good cup of
coffee and then I joined
Melo at the radio
station. We went to visit
his mother and to share
with her and the family
the garden produce
provided by Ivan and
Alberto
Nora.
In the evening we went
to the church of Sta. Teresita in the neighbourhood of Palermo
(which is one of the neighbourhoods controlled by a gang. That
means that every household, or store, must pay protection money in
order not to have a family member killed.) The American delegation
was also going to join in this evening liturgy. Many of them are
ministers in different Protestant churches. They asked Melo if
communion was open to them and he replied "Of course". The
community for whatever reason seemed very animated
this evening and the singing was louder than ever.
Melo invited some of the guests to speak about their
mission and they were applauded by the
congregation. One different feature of the evening
was the baptism of an adult, a man who requested
baptism. Melo just flows with the rhythm, the
community has its own direction and Melo's
participation is the Sunday evening mass, so he just
does what he is told to do by the lay leaders. The
mass usually starts with special greetings for people
who are celebrating a birthday in the coming week,
and Melo mentions them in the prayers of offering. It
Jennifer & Sol
starts the mass off with a very friendly, familial tone.
However once the mass was over people were quick
to exit and start walking home in groups along the fairly dark streets.
Thus ended a very pleasant and full weekend, and I have coffee for
my suitcase. Come to Saltair for a good cup of coffee!!
It was just before dark when a major thunderstorm hit the area, with
downpours and high winds. The airport sprung leaks and even
experienced a blackout for a short time. I kept checking the arrivals
notice board and continually it reported that the flight from Miami
was "on time". However for more than two hours the plane circled
overhead in the turbulence as it was not allowed to land. People on
the plane were getting sick and things inside the plane were
bouncing about. Finally the plane was allowed to land "on time"
almost 3 hours late. Fortunately Melo had not attempted this airport
run as he would have missed his evening radio program. While 3
hours in the airport was not thrilling, at least I had given Melo those
three hours to deal with his administrative and broadcast duties.
On Thursday I made another run to the airport with Melo to meet a
couple from Oregon who have been long-time supporters of Melo
and who have accompanied him on previous occasions. Lucy
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Edwards and Jim Philips were partly responsible for my trips to
Honduras as it was during a lecture trip to Oregon organized by Jim
and Lucy where Anne Marie and I had met Melo again and he
invited me to make these trips. Friday was a day at the Center. So I
went off in my own direction in the afternoon and evening. The
daughter of friends was involved in a public demonstration of folk
dancing in the main plaza. The students were from the dance troupe
of Colegio San Jose, the Jesuit high school. I was impressed by the
young dancers, wearing very colourful and elaborate traditional
costumes that made these 15 year olds look much older. Later in the
afternoon I was invited to have dinner with this family, so all in all it
ended as a very pleasant day for me.
Saturday was long and again different. I drove the car that Melo
borrowed from friends with Jim and Lucy and another woman leader
of the Movement of the Indignant. Melo was driving a truck with
passengers inside and outside the truck. We arrived at a Rural
Education Center about 2 1/2 hours south of El Progreso, where we
met delegates from all over the country. The majority were young
people, with a few seasoned veterans among them. I
met Rodolfo with whom I had spent 3 days in
Pinalejo, he had left his home at 4 am traveling by
different bus companies to get there on time. I ended
up sitting next to a Franciscan brother, who was
identified only because he told me who he was. There
was no brown habit to identify him. There were a few
priests, and another Capuchin brother, but this was a
popular movement and they were there not as leaders
but as supporters. Even Melo who had a major role in
organizing the meeting left the delegates to chose
their own leadership and set the agenda as they
wanted.
This was definitely a grass-roots meeting of people
opposed to the dictatorship and all were involved in
some base organizations: farmers, students, workers, women's
groups, community organizations. Together they come under two
banners - but for this meeting they were the "Indignados" - the
indignant - whose purpose was to continue pressure on the
government dealing with the general state of corruption and
impunity. The delegates are empowered by similar occurrences in
Guatemala where an international commission was allowed to
investigate the situation of corruption and since then many top
politicians have been
arrested and jailed. Yet
this is precisely why the
dictatorship and the US
embassy is opposed to
an international
commission of
investigation into human
rights abuses and
March in El Progreso
corruption.
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Haircut & Coffee Continued...
By 2 pm we had a
torches, of the
hasty lunch and then
Indignant, was
scrambled back into
scheduled to meet the
the vehicles to return
youth as they entered
to El Progreso. There
El Progreso and then to
were things
accompany them to the
developing back in El
city center, the Plaza of
Progreso that had
Las Mercedes. What is
peoples attention.
most remarkable is that
Mountains of Sta. Barbara
Melo ended up with 5
this was the initiative
inside passengers and
of the youth group of
8 outside passengers for
the parish, supported by the parish priest. Along the way they were
his truck. I picked up Rodolfo but the small Toyota Yaris was
welcomed in different towns and allowed to sleep in churches or
struggling on the climbs with that much
community buildings. They were sore and tired
weight. However all the roads were paved
when they arrived in El Progreso.
On the march
and we made good time. (I stopped along the
The walkers were met by musicians, and a tent
highway to buy some fruit and vegetables for
set up for them to rest, while they were praised
a family in El Progreso. I bought a full stock
in speeches and songs. Near 6:30 pm the march
of a small sweet banana, as well as two
to the city center began, led by a police car with
pineapples and some other things. When we
flashing lights, which was a rare gesture of
arrived in El Progreso I went to deliver my
support. The march took the protestors right by
purchases, as keeping them in the trunk of
the main headquarters of the National Police,
the car in a hot afternoon would damage the
but there were no incidents and the atmosphere
fruit. As I was backing away from the home,
remained festive. Families with children and
the front bumper of the car fell off. I didn't hit
even babies were participating in the march. This time
Sol with her Padrino
anything, there were no bumps, but it was just time to
the lights to the city were not cut and the march
fall off. Lifting the hood we could see that seven
proceeded peacefully to the main plaza and ended with
major pressure screws were missing and the bumper
the singing of the National Anthem. At the beginning
was attached at the bottom by two small strings. So
of the march I saw Jennifer with baby Sol. Jennifer and
obviously this had happened before, but this rather
Josue were both involved in the music so I took the
important information had not been passed on. I
baby for a walk and then carried her for about 1/2
secured the bumper with some wooden pegs and some
hour, so my day was at that point most happy and
bent nails I found on the road, and managed to get to
complete. Jennifer had been up at 4 am to visit another
the radio station where one of the men managed to
city and to conduct some interviews for the radio
secure the bumper with bolts.)
station, so she went home with the baby soon after the
Along the highway both going south and returning we
march began.
passed a small group of Catholic youth who started
For the past few days there have been no police cruisers
walking on Monday from the city of Yoro, the capital city of the
parked at the gate to Melo's
province. They had a number of key demands: the end to the
house, so I don't know if that
corruption, the improvement of the highway to Yoro, and a campaign
means a change in strategy or just
to deal with some type of infection that is killing the pine trees
that the police were out
which are common in higher altitudes. The 16 youth were
intimidating someone else.
accompanied
Earlier in the week a young man
by a Jesuit
who was a leader of the
priest from
Indignados in his city in the
the Yoro
province of Colon was
parish of St.
assassinated by masked gunmen
James
who broke into his house and
Apostle.
shot him point blank range while
The weekly
he held his 2 year old daughter
Machetes
First encounter with marchers
march of the
(who was not otherwise harmed).
March of the torches
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And The Community Said, “Amen!”
By Jane Kryzanowski, Regina, SK
A reflection
on my
ordination as
a Roman
Catholic
Woman Priest

On July 11,
2015 over 100
people
gathered in
Sunset United
Church,
Regina, SK to
witness my
ordination as
a Roman
Catholic
Woman
Priest. Bishop
Marie Evans Bouclin of Sudbury, ON presided. In addition, the
Spirit of Presence was very evident in many, many ways, from the
wishes of people who could not be present to the use of heritage
items from my ancestors in faith and gifts made especially for this
occasion.
Emotions were strong throughout, though less overwhelming than
when I was ordained a deacon 10 months earlier. At that time there
was a strong feeling of stepping over a threshold into a new reality.
This time I felt more self-assured, knowing I am responding wholeheatedly to the call of God and, though I may not know for certain
where the path I walk will lead, I do know whose steps I follow:
Jesus, the Christ; and that will take me to where I must go.
The liturgy began with the song You Have Anointed Me and
included a beautiful liturgical dance in which the stole, symbol of the
office of priest, and the Sacred Chrism with which I was to be
anointed, were brought into the assembly. My soul soared! “The oil
of gladness . . . the mantle of joy . . .” These are the gifts of God for
the people of God being entrusted to me in a special way at this time.
I pray that my ministry will bring joy and peace to those I serve.
There is so much joy here today.
I was presented for ordination by Ruth Wasylenko, RCWP, from
Edmonton. My local sponsors gave testimony to my preparation,
suitability, and readiness for ordination. Bishop Marie then
announced that I was chosen as priest. My earlier questioning, “Who
am I?” and, “Why me?” had dissolved with God's reassuring, “You
have not chosen me, I have chosen you.” So, as my name was called,
I responded from the depths of my soul, “Ad Sum – Here I am, I am
ready.” Though prophets are not accepted in their own lands, I know
it is not my word that burns within, but that of our loving, allembracing God who desires justice and compassion, joy and peace
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for all peoples and all creation.
The selected Sacred Scriptures were proclaimed and opened for us
by Bishop Marie. Her homily appears at http://rcwpcanada.x10.mx/
content/OrdinationJaneKryzanowski.html. Wisdom, prophetic
obedience, and servant leadership are the gifts of the Roman
Catholic Women Priests movement to the church today. Simply
stated, abiding Wisdom that becomes rich with age, will guide me
(us) if I am (we are) attentive and listen to the Spirit (Wisdom 9: 1-4,
9-11). Prophetic obedience, will lead to a rich harvest of justice
promised in Philippians (1:1-2,8-11). Like the disciples in Luke
(10:1-9), we are sent in a companionship of empowerment to
proclaim the good news. We are urged to leave our personal
trappings behind, trust in God, and simply be with those to whom we
are sent, those on the margins of church and society, reassuring them
that they are part of God's loving, inclusive kin-dom.
The Ordination Rite enveloped me as a loving mother embracing
her child. The hymn, Spirit of God Transform Us by Gregory
Norbert, felt like Ruach Elohim, the breath of God, infusing my soul
as we sang, “Deep in the womb of our heart, reveal your presence, O
God.”
Representatives of the Regina community circles together with the
Bishop asked me the questions of the sacred promises we make as a
priest: Are you ready to be ordained for priestly ministry by the
power of the gifts of the Holy Spirit? Are you ready to support and
serve the people of God with compassion? Are you ready to
celebrate the mysteries of Christ faithfully? Are you ready to teach
the word of God with integrity? Are you ready to consecrate your
life to God for the Spirit's saving work, and to unite yourself with
Christ who lived and taught us justice in the beatitudes and his
works of mercy? To each question, I replied, “I am,” concluding
“with the help of God.” I was humbly reminded that this is the work
of God in this community, not of my own doing. Empowerment
comes through the Spirit at work in community and in my own life. I
must forever remember God is the potter; I am only the clay in God's
hands. The community was then asked if they accepted me as
Christ's minister and would support me with their prayers; and the
community gave a resounding YES!
We continued with the Litany of the Saints. I stood before the altar
and cross with open hands extended, to express my openness to hear
and readiness to respond to the voice of God, the stirrings of the
Spirit and the cry of the poor, in obedience to Christ and the Gospel.
The community stood in solidarity with me; and the Spirit of
Presence echoed the names of each of the holy men and women,
martyrs and mystics, friends of God and prophets, as they came to
stand by me, surrounding me with strength and courage. Tears
welling in my eyes, I prayed for the community as they prayed for
me.
I was overwhelmed by the power of the Sacred Spirit in the heart of
the ordination rite, the laying on of hands and prayer of consecration.
The silent laying on of hands, first be Bishop Marie and then by each
person present, felt full of blessing; I returned blessings to each one.
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And The Community Said, “Amen!” Continued...
Some hands were firm, others gentle – barely touching; some hands
were large, others small (for the children I had to bend down to their
level to receive their touch); some people laid both hands upon me,
others one; sometimes there were couple hand laid upon me, two. . .
or four. I was simply overwhelmed!
During the prayer of consecration all were invited to extend their
hands with the bishop, invoking the fullness of the gifts of the Spirit
upon me. One of the priests
present pointed out to me
that Bishop Marie
ordained me at precisely 3
o'clock. Also, he noted
that it was the feast of St.
Benedict, church reformer
in his day, renowned
preacher and liturgist. Not
to mention, Benedict had a
twin sister, St. Scholastica,
who was a great influence
on him. (Benedictine
Sisters were my
elementary school
teachers.)
My husband vested me in
chasuble and stole, the
garments of a priest. The
chasuble I chose to wear
was made for him over 45
years ago. The stole was a
gift for the occasion. My
husband's full
participation in the liturgy
expressed a fulfilment of
our life-dream of equality
in marriage and ministry.
The instrumental music,
My Heart is Moved by
Carolyn McDade, which
accompanied the vesting,
reverently expressed my
attitude of solidarity with
those on the margins and those who seek justice and compassion for
all creation. I was presented to the assembly as the newest priest of
the church to much applause, even the waving of pom-poms by the
children!
During the Liturgy of Eucharist, my heart skipped a beat as my
three daughters approached the altar, arm in arm, to offer the bread
and wine contained in earthen vessels they had commissioned for me
from a local potter as an ordination gift from their families. They
have been big supporters of me throughout my journey of the past
few years, encouraging me with words I used on them from time to
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time, “You can do anything you desire (as long as it's good). Don't
let being a woman stop you!” The smiles on their radiant faces spoke
volumes of affirmation and blessing.
The Eucharistic prayer was shared by the priests at the altar, and all
joined in to say the words of consecration. This is the thanksgiving
prayer of all the people; we make our prayer together through, with,
and in Christ.
Holding out the Body and
Blood of Christ with the
invitation that all are
welcome to the feast sent
shivers down my spine.
Even though I have
participated in inclusive
celebrations many times
before, this initial offering
by me, as priest, was
special. The community
sang the inclusive
message, For Everyone
Born a Place at the Table.
And we mean it in
practice.
At the conclusion of the
celebration, my heart
overflowed with gratitude
as I said a few words to
the assembly. They are
really the ones who are at
the heart of this day.
Ordination is for the
people, not the priest. Our
call is to be servant-leaders
in a discipleship of equals.
Working together we will
make our way, one step at
a time, bringing Christ to
the marketplace, being
Christ on the margins.
The joy of the day was
beautifully expressed in
the closing liturgical dance of the Taize Magnificat. Bishop Marie
and I followed with happy feet, rejoicing as we went out from the
assembly to begin our service among the people of God.
Our celebration continued for the rest of the day and into the next at
a reception for all at the church, and then smaller gatherings of
family and friends as we basked in the wonder of the movement of
the Spirit in the Regina community. Where will it lead? That is yet to
be revealed as I strive to be faithful to the promises I made to God
and the community, and give my all at this time in my life. This is
my one-way ticket, my final raison d'être.
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Reflection On Libertas
By Tom McMahon, San Jose, CA

The National
Catholic Reporter,
dated July 6,
2015, carried a
pathetic story of a
bishop on his
seventh ad
limina visit
to Pope John Paul
ll an aging pope in
his final days of
life suffering from
advanced stages of
Parkinson's
disease. The
bishop is
instructed that he
will have to do the talking due to the pope's condition. The dying
pontiff with head slumping on his chest cries out "vocations ...
vocations!" and the bishop is ushered out of his 15-minute interview.
Robert Mickens refers to the story as humorous and horrifying; read
his article for yourself and come to your own conclusion. I found no
humour in it as I view the Vatican conduct as adult senior criminal
abuse. We have here the classic system of clerical auto-pilot where
the information is impounded in seminary training and never does
the individual think for himself, never straying off the church-speak
course.
The initial setting for the cruise control originates from the Vatican
and sweeps in pseudo-educational pulsations across the international
clerical mindset, always avoiding the real world. The clerical mind
can be locked in a secure self-saving, self-serving institutional
system that pulses on irrelevant medieval fantasies. Nothing changes
in Holy Mother Church; this is the mindset of many clerics. Up
until Francis, it was suicidal for an educated priest to turn off the
auto-pilot.
My memory conjures up young Bishop William Justice, now
auxiliary of San Francisco and once vitally-alive pastor of All Souls
Church, South San Francisco, as he stood with crozier in hand and
medieval miter perched on top of his head preaching to a church full
of modern alumnae women at Mission Dolores Parish. I first served
as a 6-year-old carrying the gloves of the future archbishop of
Seattle, Thomas Arthur Connelly, in a Christmas midnight mass
pageant. It was the way Bishop Bill wore his funny hat that triggered
my following memories...
The episcopal costume was so out of place. Bill as parish pastor
in South City was so loved by the people and where might we find
him now? I am sure Bill is on auto-pilot confirming young people
and he did have the privilege of apologizing to people when the
Cathedral turned on sprinklers that dosed the homeless who had
sought refuge shelter at 3am. My heart aches for this fine people-
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priest. His replacement in SSF is an immigrant priest who now owns
a home in posh Saint Francis Woods in the City of my birth; to have
a family funeral and avoid helping to pay the new pastor's expensive
mortgage we choose to avoid a funeral mass at All Souls, the church
where my mother-in-law faithfully attended mass for the 91 years of
her life. Karen Armstrong in the 8th and 9th Chapters of Fields of
Blood explains the idea of "LIBERTAS" which dates back
to Innocent the 3rd around 1209 c.e., the year this pope met and
approved of Saint Francis of Assisi’s new way of spiritual
life. "Libertas" is highly complicated and I will do my best to give a
quick synopsis today, with more next week. Pope Francis as he tours
South America stands a thousand miles distant from the papal
system known as Libertas. I found little on it in Wikipedia.
What power is Francis employing that he draws millions of people
to his talks? Our local newspaper carries a daily article on Francis'
thinking and his letter to the world people on climate control. I had
an excellent conversation with an 86-year-old man in my doctor's
office last Monday as he talked about the Wall Street Journal he had
with him, it carried Francis' picture on front page. What
is Francis's secret?
I see Francis talking about the living condition of everyday ordinary
people, especially the poor and those who have not the wealth of us
who are well endowed. This is in sharp contrast to the idea
of Libertas which gave special privilege to Royals and clergy as far
back as the 1100's. Libertas was a raw deal for people and a
separation of church/gathering of people and religious leadership. It
was a back room deal, an inside job that left ordinary people out.
In Peter De Rosa’s Vicars of Christ, Pope Innocent 3rd is given the
title "Lord of the World" as he aligns with kings in the battle as to
who will be political top dog. Innocent is no fool when he allows an
audience with the beggar who will become the model for centuries to
come of those who seek to enjoy nature and life as well as peace and
tranquil harmony with the world populations. Libertas is the core of
the relationship between powerful civic people and the
papacy. Francis of Assisi is a form of decoy as Innocent pretends to
go along with the Franciscan style. It is a sell-out of Jesus that has
roots in the era of Constantine that comes to full flower with the Fall
of the Roman Empire and the bishops move into civic and political
leadership.
This is the history of the Middle Ages that I have been studying:
wars, crusades, excommunications and violence, all opposed by John
the 23rd and the Second Vatican Council. Libertas offered protection
and privilege to the wealthy and powerful, whereas Pope
Francis offers the way of Jesus to a meaningful life.
This afternoon, I began to get a clear picture of Libertas and its
application to a society in 2015 c.e. Francis will encounter strong
opposition as he addresses the crowds in America, even perhaps
myself as I am the owner in our well-off family system who holds
the deed to four pieces of property in a land when millions are on the
streets homeless. I benefit from the ancient Libertas.
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Celibacy: An Institutional Problem
By Tom McMahon, San Jose, CA

On Sept.2nd, 2015 at the McMahon home we anticipate the
gathering for lunch of old time friends whose accumulated service to
people, institutional church, and Roman priesthood adds up to 500+
years. We have no formal meeting agenda, called together out of
sheer grace-filled friendship which began in seminary 74 years ago. I
sense we have a much broader human concept of our role in society
and the concept of human grace, not the old seminary text book
definition. We gather with a kindly understanding of our own
humanity. In a plastic society where shinny newness is in vogue we
are destined to the trash heap of society, old possible discards who
die with many valuable ecological and evolutionary secrets.
As I sat at a funeral mass recently I was aware that I had virtually
nothing to do with the clerical state and liturgical powers that I had
sought in seminary days. I dare not compare or investigate the
thinking of hundreds of others, men who have stayed the course they
dedicated to at ordination, and/or those of us who heard a second
calling and left the institution to explore new fields of ministry. I like
to think that my Creator has as many callings as there are creations.
We are privileged to be on the trail of the mystery of a God who is a
master craftsperson who saw to it that no two snowflakes are alike.
On September 2nd a dozen friends will gather to celebrate our lives
and continued friendship, clerical stoles and seven grandchildren
being declared out-of-bounds for this occasion. We silently bring to
the table ten million positive memories ... what a joy! Jesus will
break bread with us, perhaps for some, given our aging health, for a
'last supper'. In the midst of valiant diversity as host I shall grant
verbal recognition awards to each for his/her dedication to her/his
path of life while maintaining our life-long friendship as human
beings. I will use as my base John Courtney Murray's contribution to
the Vat ll document on RELIGIOUS FREEDOM. I think this is the
way Jesus would have it.
I am one who studies humans with an eye to ancient mythologies,
such as the Creation Myths of ancient Egypt. Five thousand years
ago our ancestral fore parents in a primitive understanding of
evolution passed on to their children legends that all newness comes
from the destruction of the old. I have been privileged to share with
my friends a life of discovery, pain, love, disappointment, success,
joy, heartbreak, and hope for a better world and to tell each one she/
he has done a fine job. What a gift I have in these friends. A zealous
spirit burns brightly in each as age takes its crippling toil. What a
mystery there is in just being alive? What a gift in being old to know
oneself and still have dear friends?
Ours is the gift of Pope
Francis' new presence wherein he
encourages us to the important
issues of love, peace, and
forgiveness with everybody in the
world. Francis' example is a far cry
from the hostility I received when
I departed ministry after 26 years
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of meaningful service ... and they never even said a word of thanks.
The institutional problem rests simply on whether celibacy is an
essential condition for the ordained Roman priest to continue to
remain the human go-between in human relationship to the Mystery
we call God? And yet there is the huge issue of whether people any
longer need a go-between with their concept of the Divine in all
creation? Such is one of the under-the-rug silent elephants in the
front room of the Roman Catholic Church.
Am I saying that the priesthood is a goner? For me, a liturgical type,
yes. I continue to promote a Jesus' service priesthood especially for
the laity. I am at peace with my relationship to the Divine Mystery,
every day and all day, yet I am keenly aware of the millions of
people who have not arrived at this comfortable state. Many of my
clerical friends have died, loyal to their clerical collar and the
liturgies of the Seven Roman Sacraments. Years ago I wrote to
classmates about the needed position of staying put for the sake of
the people who remain to this day so innocent and ignorant of the
massive transition that is occurring daily, worldwide — morally and
spiritually. The picture that comes to my mind is the absolute
destruction of Hiroshima in 1945, total devastation and no police or
guides remaining to show the way to any kind of future. I am a
believer in Jesus and his resurrected spirit that lives in
people, Jesus the human being, teacher of how to survive and make
sense of life. Francis has the Jesus' spirit yet no one person can be a
world savior. Francis calls to you and me to meet with those we
disagree and agree with, ten thousand pow-wows of serious mutual
discussion. Hopeful that the human race can survive for the next one
hundred years, I envision a very tired "have it all" society meeting
with the "have nots" and working together for the survival of the
planet, food, shelter, medical care, safety being uppermost in all
concerned human minds. I am sad as I have a strong sense that the
Roman priesthood as we know it today will not be around. WILL A
CHRISTIAN LAITY HAVE REPRESENTATIVES AT THE
COMMON WORLD TABLE?
I send this along with a deep sense of sadness. I did not want this to
end on a pessimistic note. I write from real experience, yes
dismissing the roman priesthood as future player as I see little hope
in a system that employs medieval education in its seminaries and
imports foreign-born clergy merely to have mechanical mass on
Sunday. Francis offers a new direction yet such concerns as women's
position in church institution is never addressed. As I am sad I also
recognize the mysterious "hand" of
our Creator, changing, destroying,
rebuilding, and I silently repeat that
human submission we so often say
in the Lord's Prayer: THY WILL
BE DONE on earth...! I simply
wait and watch as the Mystery of
life unfolds. To
the POWER beyond us I
say: AMEN!
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St. Brigid Of Kildare Catholic Faith Community
Calgary, AB (saintbrigids.org)
Hearth Keeper Prayer
Brigid of the Mantle, encompass
us,
Lady of the Lambs, protect us,
Keeper of the Hearth, kindle us.
Beneath your mantle, gather us,
And restore us to memory.
Mothers of our mother,
Foremothers strong.
Guide our hands in yours,
Remind us how to kindle the
hearth.
To keep it bright, to preserve the flame.
Your hands upon ours, Our hands within yours,
To kindle the light, Both day and night.
The Mantle of Brigid about us,
The Memory of Brigid within us,
The Protection of Brigid keeping us
From harm, from ignorance, from heartlessness.
This day and night,
From dawn till dark, From dark till dawn.
Saint Brigid’s Catholic Faith Community celebrates mass on the
second Sunday of each month at 10 a.m. at the Kingsland
Community Centre.
Refreshments and visiting time are part of all our gatherings.
Everyone is welcome.
Excerpts from the Newsletter of St. Brigid of Kildare Catholic
Faith Community,

Dave Pogue writes the following:120 gathered in Sunset United
Church, Regina, on Saturday, July 11, 2015 to participate in the
ordination of Jane Kryzanowski as the latest Canadian Roman
Catholic Womanpriest.
Two dancers and a remarkable team of musicians led us into the joy
and wonder of the mass, such as we seldom experience. The
traditional Liturgy of the Saints, sung by a cantor, combined nicely
with contemporary hymns, and - dare I mention it?- a reverently
delivered whistle!
Bishop Marie Bouclin of Sudbury presided and gave the homily:
(http://rcwpcanada.x10.mx/). She was assisted by RCWP priest Ruth
Wasylenko of Edmonton and other regional concelebrants. The
convoy from Calgary included Fred Williams and Adelle and Dave
Pogue. Our thanks to all who helped to make this a memorable
even.
Fred Williams writes: The Rite of Ordination had its own flare at the
beginning with the prayer to the Holy Spirit "Spirit Come." Then
came the haunting "Litany of the Saints" with prayers to Sarah,
Abraham, Ruth, Judith, Esther, and our New Testament saints: Peter,
Paul, Andrew, Mary Magdalene, Martha, Mary, Phoebe, Prisca and
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Aquilla. Then came the
invocation to those "other"
saints, such as Hildegard,
Catherine of Sienna, Julian of
Norwich, Kateri Tekakwitha,
Angelo Roncalli, Oscar
Romero, Henry Nouwen and
Iris Miller.
The ceremony began with the
hymn "You Have Anointed Me"
and two young women all
dressed in white danced to the
music. The two other young
ladies danced at the
Responsorial Psalm "Rain
Bishop Marie Bouclin
Down" and then a third time at
the Recessional hymn "The
Magnificat.” The dances added a lovely touch to the ceremony as
they were so gracefully done.
For the laying on of hands (the actual Rite of Ordination) the entire
assembled community, beginning with Jane's family, came forward.
There were three local groups present in support of Jane's
ordination: Sophia Sisters, Spirit Seekers, and Celebration Circle.
The investiture with the Stole and Chasuble was a touching moment.
It was a wonderful celebration of life for us all. At the end, after
Jane addressed the assembled community and spoke so eloquently
about the call for equality and justice in the Church of today, we
gave her a standing ovation that simply went on and on and on! We
stand with you Jane as one gifted and called to priestly ministry
among God's people. To all the women priests of Canada (and
worldwide) I recall Oscar Romero's statement: "You are of a future
that is not your own.”

Our Priest and
Celebrant
Monica Kilburn-Smith ( M.T.S., Grad. Dip. D.T., B.A., Spiritual
Care Specialist (CASC)) was ordained a Roman Catholic
Womanpriest in May 2008 in Victoria B.C. by Bishop Patricia
Fresen. She is an accredited professional chaplain, trained Spiritual
Director, and Reiki Master, and is currently working on a Doctor of
Ministry degree. Monica is the mother of two teenage daughters
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Book Review: The Chain That Binds The Earth
Chris Diamond, Cobble Hill, BC
Coleraine was the
name of an ancient
district in the Province
of Ulster in Ireland
before the plantation
of Ulster. After that
event, the name was
given to a plantation
settlement and has
remained.
Review of The Chain
That Binds the Earth
by Sean O’Conaill,
AuthorHouse UK
05/29/15,
sm.oconaill@btinternet.com

In The Chain That Binds the Earth, Sean O’Conaill has written an
intriguing story in which the main characters address many of the
issues that face today’s society but are not always confronted and

resolved. This is a common conflict today. The students, “faithful
children of the Earth” who carry the story, do respectfully confront
the issues and find resolutions for them. These youths bring new
understandings to face older traditions and they persevere in their
resolve even when their elders try to question their efforts . There is
in the story a deep creative spirituality that comes from many
sources and is expressed particularly through the mouths of the
characters. For example, materialism is renamed “copy-wanting”. At
one point, Mary asks Eddy: “Why do we want what others want?”
and she composes a song and sings it: “If all must have what some
can get,/ Can Earth survive this getting?/ Will wanting stop our
Home’s upset -/ Or quicken its upsetting?” However, the youthful
characters realize that people are on a journey and to effect change
they must become “bridgers”. They come to see that it is not
materialism that is the cause of people’s problems but the search
for “status-seeking”. Whatever is material is part of creation after all.
The power that binds people together is the “the power of the
bridge” that links things together. People on both sides of the bridge
have equal dignity. This easy to read story is rich in thoughtprovoking episodes

Mondays At “Juvie”
Hank Mattimore, Santa Rosa, CA

Monday afternoons at juvenile hall are laundry folding days. A
staff person and three or four of the kids are buried in the week’s
laundry of institutional gray shorts and shirts. Each inmate gets his
weekly supply which he takes to his own cell, his uniform du jour.
While the laundry is being sorted, I have my time with any of the
kids who want to talk to a spiritual advisor. On Mondays that’s me.
Being a spiritual advisor to teenage kids is not brand new to me.
I’ve been a foster dad and mentored kids in group homes. Having
been at one time in my life, a priest , on the one hand, makes me a
natural for this kind of volunteer work.
On the other hand, my own spiritual journey has been a roller
coaster ride. How does a spiritual advisor advise when at times he’s
still trying to figure out his own relationship with God. God is a
mystery to me., way too big for me to get my mind around. Now I
see him; now I don’t. I do want to believe in God. At least I have that
going for me.
And, deep down, I am convinced there is a God of love and that he
loves these kids.
Still, It would be easier if I were a more traditional Catholic or,
better yet, a Christian fundamentalist. That way, I could be rock solid
in my mentoring. “Read the bible, go to church, say grace before
meals.” That’s all there is to it, except it’s not.
Life is more complicated. It”s not enough to tell 16 year-old “Juan”
to say his prayers when he is already a child dad, grappling with how
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to take care of his infant daughter. It may be simple to tell Alonzo
that he needs to forgive his mom but forgiveness doesn’t come easily
when that mom walked out on him when he was only five years-old.
The kids have stories to tell so I do a lot of listening. Despite our
differences in background and age, we do after all share a common
humanity. We all need love and respect and to forgive and be
forgiven. Just listening is a good starting point.
Teenage males, especially those who have experienced a lot of
rejection in their lives, are not that ready to confide in a stranger. It
helps that I am not paid to be there and am not in authority over
them. It takes time to earn their trust but that is one gift I can give.
Besides just listening, I try to pass on to the kids the things I do
know about God, that His other name is love, that they are created
in His image and likeness. I tell them, too, that just because they
have done some stupid things in their young life doesn’t make them
stupid or bad. I share with them the mantra we chanted in the 60’s.
“God don’t make no junk.”
I always finish our conversations by looking into the eyes of the lad
and promising that I will pray for him. Then I ask him to pray for
me. They seem surprised at this. I suspect that many of them had
never had someone ask for their prayers. As for me, I’ll take all the
prayers I can get.
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